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ABSTRACT

A source of error in the wind tunnel measurement of Magnus forces

and moments on a self-rotating configuration has been detected, and

means of overcoming the error are presented. The error is due to a

normal force interaction brought about by the roll of the angle of

attack plane which in turn is due to a small yaw angle of the model at

zero angle of attack. The error is not a balance interaction error.

The error can completely mask the true Magnus characteristics and can

lead the experimenter to wrong conclusions. Although a computed

correction may be made to existing data, the best method of eliminating

the error is to obtain balance readings with and without spin at each

angle of attack of interest.
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u air velocity
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has recently come toour attention that most Magnus wind tunnel

measurements on canted fin or self-rotating configurations contain a

normal force interaction term which cannot be corrected in the usual

manner. The error involves the fact that it is very difficult to obtain

side force and moment data on the configuration at zero spin. The model

must contain a lock or other means to prevent rotation and at the same

time permit reading the side force and moment strain gage bridges. The

normal force interaction term can be sufficiently large, so that if not

eliminated, it can completely mask the Magnus force and moment.

II. THE NORMAL FORCE INTERACTION ERROR

In order to explain the interaction error let us assume that werhave a test section tunnel flow which is exactly horizontal and contains

no variation of flow inclination or Mach number in the test region. Let

us also assume that the strain gage balance has no interaction terms and

that the normal force or pitching moment measuring plane is exactly

vertical and that the side force aid moment measuring plane is exactly

horizontal. All appears to be ideal except for one item. When

installed in the test section at zero indicated angle of attack, the

model and balance are at an angle of yaw "8", Figure 1. The side force

developed on the configuration at zero spin is then

i9
NI Z rd'

s 4Ca

or the true angle of attack plane can be considered as being horizontal

even though the indicated angle of attack is zero. As the indicated

angle of attack is changed the true angle of attack plane will rotate

such that

tan 6
sin c ------ (2)sin a -

Preceding page blank



The normal force which acts in the trne angle of attack plane will then
' ye a compunent acting in the side force measuring direction such that

N = N sin c. If one does not measure. N at zero spin and at each angles s

of attack, its value is included in the data obtained while tho model is

spinning,

Normally, since the zero spin data are difficult or impossible to

obtain on a self rotating configuration, experimenters have tended to

present the rest-its of the spinning data at angle of attack minus the

spin data at zero angle of attack. These data still contain the normal

force interaction term and really present the 2d CN - C, sin E.

p

A striking example of this error is shown in reference 1*. The

side force and moment acting on the canted fin configuration of reference

1 is presented in Figure 2. The force is negative at low angles of

attack, but becomes positive above 60 angle of attack. The moment on

the other hand is positive at low angles, remains positive as the force

crosses over at 60 and does not be,:ome negative until higher angles are

reached. The existence of a moment at zero force is indicative of a

couple and can be explainied as shown in Figure 3. The normal force

interaction term (N sin e) acts at the normal force center of pressure

while the Magnus force on the fins must act near the center of the fins.

Therefore, the couple arm "'" can be estimated and the angle e determined

from

m
sin e = -2 (3)ZN

Using the data of Figure 2 .id normal force and pitching moment

data on this configuration obtained from F. Ragan in a private communica-

tion, it is possible to determine E, 8, and Cy - Cn sin c for each angle

of attack. Originally the au~th.r had just computed £ and 8 for the case

where the pure couple was present (i.e., a 60). During the review of

* Refeences are lie ted on page i
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this report, Dr. C. H. Murphy pointed out the possibility of doing this

at each angle of attack.

Cy CN sinfc + CN p Cos (4)
p

C i d Cos C (S)
Cn N CsinE + k FCN c u

Up

Above, it is assumed that the side force, Cy, and the yawing moment, Cn,

presented by Ragan are not divided by the spin. Combining (4) and (5):

Cn F Cy Cn- F Cy (6)
Zi N - k F) % Z c

For each angle of attack, equation (6) can be solved for c by inserting

the known values of C, CY and CN while values of I and 9 F can be

estimated by assuming the Magnus force center of pressure is at the mid

chord of the fins. The distance, Z. ' can be estimated in the reference

1 case, for only the fins are rotating and creating the Magnus force.

The distance, I ' cannot be estimated in the case of a finned projectile

where the body rotates. The values used are shown in Table 1 and the

values of e, 0 and Cy - CN sin c computed from them.

It is seen that the value of 8 for this experiment is always less

than one half degree. This indicates that the variation of flow

inclination in the test region is very good, but it also indicates that

the normal force interaction term N sin c is very sensitive to changes

in 8. Therefore, the computed correction may still contain errors of

fairly high magnitude. A more exact way of obtaining accurate Magnus

data is to obtain the side forces and moments at zero spin.
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III. CONCLUSIONS

Wind tunnel Magnus data obtained to date on canted fin configura-

tions :Ay be invalid in that a severe normal force interaction may be

present. Although it may be possible in some cases to correct for this

interaction, it is in general best to remove the interaction by sub-

tracting the zero spin data at each angle of attack. This requires a

system in which the model can be kept at zero spin during an angle of

attack sweep of the configuration.
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POSITIVE NORMAL FORCE MEASN DIRECTION

NEGATIVE NOMA FORCE MEASURING DIRECTION

TRUE NORMAL
FORCE DIRECTION

'•'• .• •NSIN

ROTATION ARROWS ARE DIRECTIONS

OF POSITIVE MOMENTS AND SPIN

Figure 1. The Geometry Involved in Measuring Magnus Forces
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